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most varied circumstances, which often bear no relation whatever
to the production of the commodities themselves, so that prices
seem, as a rule, to be determined by pure chance. As soon, then,
as political economy made its appearance as a science,• one of its
fi rst tasks was to seck the law which was concealed behind this chance
apparently governing the prices of commodities, and which, in reality, governed this very chance. Within the prices of commodities,
continually fluctuating and oscillating, now upwardc; and now downwards, political economy sought for the firm central point around
which these fluctuations and oscillations turned. In a word, it started from the prices of commodities in order to look for the oa/ue of
the commodities as the law controlling prices, the value by wh ich
all fluctuations 10 price a rc to be explained and to which finally
they are all to be ascribed.
Classical economics then found that the value of a commodity
is determined by the labour comained in it, requisite for its production. W ith th is explanation i t contented itself. And we also can pause
here for the ti me being. 1 wi ll only remind the reader, in order to
avoid misunderstandings, that this explanation has nowadays become totally inadequate. Marx was the lirst thoroughly to investigate the value-creating quality of labour and he d iscovered in so
doing that not all labour apparently, or even really, necessary for
the production of a commodity adds to it under all circumstances
a magnitude of value which corresponds to the quantity of labour
expended. If therefore today we say offhandedly wuh economists
like Ricardo that the value of a commodity is determined by the
labour necessary for its production, we always 1n so doing imply
the reservations made by Ma rx. This suffices here; more is to be
found in Marx's A Comrihution to the Critique of Political Economy,
1859, and the fi rst volume of Capital.
But as soon as the economists appl ied this determination of
value by labour to the commodity "labour," they fell int o one contradiction after another. How is the value of" labour" deterrruned?
By the necessary labour contained in it. But how much labour is
contained in the labour of a worker for a day, a week, a month, a
year? The labour of o day, a week, a month, a year. If labour is the
measure of all values, then indeed we can express the "value of labour" only i n labour. But we know absolutely nothing about the va l1
"Although it first took shnpc in the miods of a few men of genius towards
t he end of the seventeenth century, political economy in the narrow sense,
i n its positive formulation by the physiocrats and Adam Smith, is nevertheless essentially a child of the eighteenth century . . . . " (F. Engels, AnziDOhrin.g, Moscow 1947, p. zzs.)-Ed.
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his labour. "As soon as his labour actually begins," says Marx, "it
has already ceased to belong to him; it can therefore no longer be
sold by him." At the most, he might sell his future labour, that
is, undertake to perform a certain amount of work in a definite time.
In so doing, however, he does not sell labour (which would first
have to be performed) but puts his labour power at the disposal
of the capita list for a definite time (in the case of timework) or for
the purpose of a definite output (in the case of piecework) in return
for a definite payment: he hires out, or sells, his labour power. But
this labour power is iotergrown with his person and inseparable
from it. Its cost of production, therefore, coincides with his cost
of production; what the economists called the cost of production of
labour is really the cost of production ofthe worker and therewith
of his labour power. And so we can go back from the cost of production of labour power to the value of labour power and determine the
amount of socia lly necessary labour requisi te for the production
of labour power of a particular qua lity, as Marx has done in the
chapter on the buying and selling of labour power. (Kapital,
Vol. IV, 3. 1)
Now what happens after the worker has sold his labour power
to the capitalist, tha t is, placed it at the disposal of the laHer in
return for a wage-day wage or piece wage-agreed upon beforehand?
The capitalist takes the worker into his workshop or fuctory, where
all the things necessary for work- raw materials, auxiliary materials
(coal, dyes, etc.), tools, machines-are a lready to be found. Here
the worker begins to drudge. His daily wage may be, as above,
three marks - and in this connection it does not make any difference
whether he earns it as day wage or piece wage. Here a lso we again
assume that in twelve hours the worker by his labour adds a new
value of six marks to the raw ma~cri als used up, which new value
the capitalist realizes on the sale of the finished piece of work. Out
of this he pays the worker his three marks; the other three marks
he keeps for himself. If, now, the worker creates a value of six ma rks
in twelve hours, then in six hours he creates a value of three marks.
He has, therefore, already repaid the capital ist the counter-value
of the three marks contained in his wages when he has worked six
hours for him. After six hours' labour they are both quits, neither
owes the other a pfennig.
" Hold on there!" the capitalist now cries. "I have hired the worker for a whole day, for twelve hours. Six hours, however, are only
half a day. So go right on working until the other six hours are up1
Karl Marx, Capual, Vol. J, International Publishen, New York
1939, Chapter VI, pp. I4S·SS·-Ed.
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akin to caricature in the great historical tableau, the one being the
model state of the bourgeois monarchy, tbe other the model state
of the bourgeois republic, both of them states which imagine themselves to be as independent of the class struggle as of the European
revolution.
Now, after our readers have seen the class struggle develop in
colossal political forms in 1848, the time has come to deal more
closely with the economic relations themselves on which the existence
of rhe bourgeoisie and its class rule, as well as the slavery of the
workers, are founded.
We shall present in three large sections: 1) the relation of wage
labour to capital, the slavery of the worker, the domination of the
capitalist; 2) the inevitahle destruction of the middle bourgeois classes
and of the so-called peasant estate under the present system; 3) the com-

mercial subjugation and exploitation of the bourgeois classes of the
various European ttatiom by the despot of the world market-England.
We shal.l try to make our presentation-as simple and popular
as possible and shall not presuppose even the most elementary notions of poli t ica I economy. \Ve wish to be understood by the workers.
Moreover, the most remarkable ignorance and confusion of ideas
prevails in Germany in regard to the simplest economic relations,
from the accrcdi ted defenders of the existing state of things down
to the socialist miracle workers and the unrecognized political geniuses in which fragmented Germany is even richer than in sovereign
princes.
Now, therefore, for the first question: What are wages? How are
they determined? ·
If workers were asked: "How much are your wages?" one would
reply: "I get a mark a day from my employer"; another, "I get two
marks," and so on . According ro the different trades to which they
belong, they would mention different sums of money which they receive from their respective employers for the perfor mance of a particular piece of work, for example, weaving a yard of linen or t ypesetting a printed sheet. In spite of the variety of their statements,
they would all agree on one point: wages are the sum of money paid
by the capitalist for a particular labour time or for a particular
output of labour.
The capitalist, it seems, therefore, buys their labour. with money .
They sell him their labour for money. But this is merely the appearance. In reality what they sell to the capitalist for money is their
labour power. The capitalist buys this labour power for a day, a
week, a month, etc. And after he has bought it, he uses it by having the workers work for the stipulated time. For the same sum with
which the capitalist has bought their labour power, for example,
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t wo marks, he could have bought two pounds of sugar or a definite
amount of any other commodity. The two marks, with which he
bought two pounds of sugar, are the price of the two pounds of sugar.
The two marks, with which he bought twelve hours' use of labour
power, arc the price ol twelve hours' labour. Labour power therefore, is a commodity, neither more nor less than sugar. The' former
is measured by the clock, the latter by the scales.
The workers exchange their commodity, labour power, for the
comm~ity ot ~he capitalist, for money, and this exchange takes
place m a definHe rauo. So much money for so long a use of labour
power. For twelve hours' weaving, t wo marks. And do not the two
marks repr~sent a II the other commodities which I can buy for two
marks? In fact, therefore, the worker bas exchanged his commodity,
labour rower, for other commodities of all kinds and that in a definite ratio. By giving hi m rwo marks, the capitalist has given him
so much mea.r, so r;'uch clothing, so much fuel, light, etc., in exchange_ f~r h1s. days labour. Accordingly, the two marks express
the rat10 1n wh1ch labour power is exchanged for ot her commodities
the ~xchat1ge valtte_ol his labour power. The exchange value of u com:
modu~, reckoned 1n m.oney, is what is called its price. Wages nrc only
a ~pcc 1 al name for the price of labour power, commonly called the
pr1ce of labour, for the price of this peculia r commodity which has
no other rcrository Lhan human 1lesb and blood.
Le t us take any worker, say, a weaver. The capitalist supplies
? im wi th the_ loom and yarn. The weaver sets to work and the yarn
IS converted mto linen. The capitalist takes possessiOn of the linen
and sells it, say, for twenty marks. Now are the wages of the weaver
a share in the li nen, in the twenty marks, in the product of his labour? ~y no ~eao~. Long before the linen is sold, perhaps long
before lt_s \~eavmg ts finished, the weaver has received his wages.
Th~ capnalt~t, therefore, does not pay these wages with the money
whtch he Will obta in from the linen, bur with money already in
reserve. j ust as the loom and the yam are not the product of the
w:a ver to whom they are suppl ied by his employer, so likewise
w_1th the co~modities which the weaver recei ves in exchange for
h1s commod1ty, labour power. I t was possible that h is employer
found no purchaser at all for his linen . I t was possible that he did
not get e_ven the amount of the wages by its sale. I t is possible that
be sells H very ~rofitnbly in comparison wi th the weaver 's wages.
All t hat has noth1ng to do wi th the weaver. The capita ' isr buys the
l~bou r powe~ of the weaver with a part of his available wealth, of
h1s ~apual , JUst as he has bought the raw ma terial-the yarn-and
the Instrument of labour - the loom-with another part of his wealth.
M ter be bas made these purchases, and these purchases include the
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labour power necessary for the production of linen, he produces only
with the raw materials and instruments of labour belongi11g to him.
For the latter include now, true enough, our good weaver as well,
who has as little share in the product or the price of the product
as the loom has.
W'ages are, therefore, not the worker's share w the comm.odity
produced by him. l\7ages are the part of already existing comm.odicies
with which the capitalist buys for himself a definite am.oum of productive labour power.
Labour power is, therefore, a commodity which its possessor,
the wageworker, sells to capital. Why does he sell it? In order to
live.
But the exercise of labour power, labour, is the worker's own
life-activity, the manifestation of his own life. And this life-activity he sells to another person in order to secure the necessary means
of subsisce1zce. Thus his lift.'-activity is for him only a means to enable
him to exist. He works in order to live. He does not even reckon
labour as part of his life, it is rather n sacrifice of his life. It is a
commodity which he has made over to unother. Hence, also, the product of his activity is not the object of his activity. What he produces for himself .is-DOLthc. silk that he weaves, not the gold that he
draws from the mine, not the palace thnt he builds. Wha t he produces for himself is wages, and silk, gold, palace resolve themselves
for him into a definite quantity of the means of subsistenceJ perhaps
into a cotton jacket, some copper co1n~ and a lodging in a cellar .
And the worker, who for twelve hours weaves, spins, dnlls, t urns,
builds, shovels, breaks stones, carries load~, etc.-does he consider
this twelve hours' weaving, sp1nning, dnlling, turning, building,
shovelling, stone breaking as a manifestation of his life, as life?
On the contrary, life begins for him where this activiry ceases, a t
table, in the public house, in bed. The twelve hours' labour, on the
other hand, has no meaning for him as weaving, spinning, drilling,
etc., but as earrzings, which bring him to the table, to the public
house, into bed. If the silk worm were to spin in order to continue
its existence as a caterpilla r, it would be a complete wageworker.
Labour power was not always a comm.odity. Labour was not always
wage labour, that is, free Jal,our. T he slave did not sell his labour
power to the slave owner, any more than the ox sells its services to
the peasant. T he slave, together with his labour power, is sold once
and for all to his owner. He is a commodity which can pass from the
hand of one owner to tha t of another. He is himself a commodity,
but the labour power is not his commodi ty. T he serf sells only a
part of his labour power. He does not receive a wage from the owner
of the land; rather the owner of the land receives a tribute from him.
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rather, until the supply has sunk below the demand, that is, un·
til its price rises again above its cost of production, for the current
price of a commodity is a/fiJays either abOfJe or t>eiOfiJ its cost of
production.
We see how capital continually migrates in and out, out of t he
domain of one industry into that of another. High prices bring roo
great an i mmigration and low prices t oo great an emigra ti on.
We could show from another point of view how not only supply
but also demand is determined by the cost of production. But this
would take us too fa r away from our subject.
We have just seen how the fluctuations of supply and demand
continually bring the price of a commodi ty back to the cost of pn>duction . The real price of a commodity, it is true, is always abOfJe
or foclow its cost of production; btu rise a11d fall reciprocally "alance
each other, so that within a certain period of time, taking the ebb
and flow of the industry together, commodities arc exchanged for
one another in accordance with their cost ol production, their price,
therefore, being determined by thei r cost of production.
This determination of price by cost of production is not to be
understood in the ~nsc of the economists. The economists say that
the average price of commodities is equa l to the cost of production;
that this is a iafiJ. The anarchical movement, in which rise is compcn·
sated by fall and fall by rise, is regarded by them as chance With
just as much right one could regard the fluctuations as t he law and
the determination by the cost of production as chance, as has actually
been done by other economists. But it is solely these fluctuations,
which, looked at more closely, bring with them the most fearful
devastations and, like earthquakes, cause bourgeois society to trcm·
blc to its foundations-it is solely in the course of these fluctuations
that prices nrc determined by the cost of production. The total
mov~ment of this disorder is its order. In the course of this industrial anarchy, in this movement in a c ircleJ competition compen- f.
sates, so to speak, for one excess by means of another.
We sec, therefore, that the price of a commodity is determined
by its cost of production in such manner t hat the periods in which
the price of this commodity rises above its cost of production arc
compensated by the periods in which it sinks below the cost of production, and v ice versa. This docs not hold good, of course, for separate, particular industrial products but only for the whole branch
of industry. Consequently, it also docs not hold good for the individua l industrialis t but only for the whole class of industria lists.
The determination of price by the cost of production is equivalent to the determination of price by the labour time necessary for
the manufacture of a commodity, for the cost of production consists
6-1288
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of 1) raw materials o1nd depreciation of instruments, that. is, of mdustrial products t he production of which has cost a ce_rra1n amount.
of labour days and which, therefore, represent a certam. am~)Unt ol
labour time, and 2) of direct labour, the measure of wh1ch 1s, precisely, time.
Now, the same general laws that regulate the price of commodities in general of course also regul_ate v:ages, the price of /ahour.
\X'agcs wi II rise and fa II according to the rei a tlon ?~supply and
demand, according to the turn taken by the competitiOn between
the buyers of labour power, the capitalists, and the sellers ?f labour
power, the workers. The fluctuations in wa~c~ corre~~nd 10 general to the fluctuations in prices of commod1t1es. Wu/un these flue( tuations howC?•cr the price of Labour will be determined by the cost
of prod;tctio1t,
the la~our time necessary to produce this commodity-Jal,our power.
ll7hat, theu, is the cost of production of Labour power?
It is the cost required for maimainittg the worker as a worker and
of dct•clopitlg hi111 imo a worker.
.
The less the period of training, therefore, that any work reqUires
the smaller is the cost of production of the worker and the lower
is the price of his labour, his wages. In those branches of industry
in which hardly any period of apprenticeship is required and where
the mere bodily existence of the worker suffices, the ~~st necessa ry
for his production is almost confined to th_e commod1u_es nece~sary
for keeping him alive and capable of work1ng. The pnce of Ius labour wi II , therefore, be determined by the price of the necessary nteatzs
of subsistence.
.
Another consideration, however, also comes 10. The manufacturer in calculating his cost of production and, accordingly, the
price of the products takes into account the w~ar and te~r of the
instrumcnrs of labour. If, for example, a machwe costs h1m 1,000
marks and wears out in ten years, he adds 100 marks annually to the
price of the commodities so as to be able to replace the wo_rn-out
machine by n new one at the end often years. In the same way, 10 cnlcui:Hing the cost of production of simple labour power, there must
be included the cost of reproduction, whereby the race of workers
is enabled to multiply and to replace worn-out workers by new ones.
Thus the depreciation of the worker is taken into account in the
same way as the depreciation of the machine.
The cost of production of simple labour power, therefore! amoun ~ s
to the cost of existence and reproduction of the worker. The pnce of thrs
cost of existence and reproduction constitutes wages. Wages so determined arc called the wage mi11imum. This wage minimum, like
the determination of the price of commodities by the cost of produc-
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tion in general, docs not hold good for the si11g/e it~dividttal but for
the species. Individual workers, millions of workers do not get enough
to be_ able to exist and reproduce thcm.c;clvcs; butch~ wages of the whole
workmg class le,·el down, within their fl t·ctt ntionc; to thic; minimum
' of the most geo-.
Now that. we ha\'e arri\'Cd at. an under\rnnding
ernl.lnws wh1ch regulate wages hke the price of any other commodity, we can go into our subject more sp::cifically.

III
Capital consists of raw materials, in~truments of labour and
means of subsistence of all kinds, which nrc utilized in order to produce n~w raw materials, new instruments of labour and new means
of subsistence. All these component rarrs of capital arc creations
of Ia bourJ products of Ia bour, accumulated /a ~Jour. Accumulated
labour which serves as a means of new production is capital.
So say the economists.
~nat is a Negro slave? A man of the black race. The one explanation is as good as the other.
A Negro is a Negro. He only becomes a slave in certain relations.
A cotton-spinning jenny is a machine for spinning cotton. It be~or:nes capital onl_y in certain rclali~. T?rn from these relationships
It ts no more capual than goldln Itself IS money or sugar the price
of sugar.
In production, men not only act on nature but aJso on one another. The~ produ~e on I~ ~~cooperating in a certain way and mutually e~changmg t_heu acttvnres. In order to produce, they enter into
defirute c?noecuons ~nd relations with one nnmher and only within
these socral connecuons and relations docs their action on nature
does production, take place.
'
These socia l relations into which the producers enter with one
another, .t~e co~ditions under which they exchange their activit ies
and p~rllcrpate 10 the whole act of production, will naturally vary
~ccord~ng to the character of the means of production. With the
mvcnt1on of a new instrument of warfare firearms the whole inre:nal ~rg~nizati_on ?f ~he army nccessariiy changed; the relationshrps wHhm whrch rnd1viduals can constitute an army and act as
an army were transformed and the relations of different armies to
one another also changed.
Thu_s the s?Cial relations within which individuals produce,
the soctal relauons of production, change, are transformed, with the
c~1ange and developmem of the material means of production, tlte productiVe forces. The relations of production in their totality constitute what
Cl•
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are called the social relations, society, and, specifically, a socitty at a definite stage of lustoricaldr:t·elo pmettt, a society with a rcculiar, distinctive c.haractcr. Ancient so iety, feudal society, bour~:cois society are
such totalities of production relations, each of which at t he same time
denotes a spccial stage of development in the history of mankind .
Capital, also, is a social relation of production. It is a bourgeois
producuon relation, a production rela tion of bourgeois sodet}'. Arc
not the means of subsistence, the instruments of labour, the ra w
materials of whkh capital consists, produced and accumulated under gi,·cn social conditions, in definite social relations? Are they
not utilized for new production under given socia l condi tions, in
definite socia l relations? And is it not just this definite socia l cha racter which turns the products serving for new production into
capital?
Capital consists not only of means of subsistence, instruments
of labour and raw materials, not only of material products; it consists jtJSt as much of exchange values. All the products of which it
consists ore commodities. Capital is, therefore, not only a sum of
material products; it is a sum of commodities, of exchange values,
of social magnitudes.
Capital remains the same, whether we put cotton in place of
wool, rice in place of wheat or steamships in place of railways,
provided only t hat the cotton, the rice, the steamships-the body
of capita I - ha vc the sa me exchange va I ue, the sa me price as the
wool, the wheat, the railways in which it was previously incorporated. The body of capital can change continually without the ca pital sufferi ng the s!ightest alteration.
But while all capital is a sum of commodities, that is, of exchange values, not every sum of commodities, of exchange values,
is capital.
Every sum of exchange values is an exchange value. Every
separate exchange value is a sum of exchange values. For instance,
a house that is worth x,ooo marksisanexchangevalueof x,ooo marks.
A piece of paper worth a pfennig is a sum of exchange values of
one-hundred hundredths of a pfennig. Products which are exchangeable for others arc cotmtwditics. The particular ratio in which they
arc exchangeable const itutes their exchat1ge value or, .expressed in
money, their price. The quantity of these products can change nothing in their qualily of being commodities or representing an cxchatJge
value or having n defi nite price. Whether a tree is large or small it
is a tree. Whether we exchange iron for other products in ounces or
in hundredweights, docs this make any differe nce in its character
as commodity, as exchange value? I t is a commodity of greater or
lesser value, of higher or lower price, depending upon the quantity.
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How, th.en, docs any amount of commodities, of exchange value
become capnal?
'
By ma in~a ining and multiplying itself as an independent socia l
potce;, t hat IS! as t~e. power of a portion of society, by means of its
exclzat~ge for darcct, lavrng labour pOfOcr. The existence of a class which
~ssesses n?thing but its capacity to labour is a necessary prerequisite of capita 1.
It is only the domination of accumulated past materialized
Jab~ur over direct, Jiving labour that turns acc~mulat~d labour into
capital.
Capital does not consist in ac~umulatcd labour serving Jiving
labo.ur as a means fo r new producuon. It consists in Jiving labour
ser~JOg accumulated labour as a means for maintaining and multiplying the exchange value of the fa lter.
What takes place in the exchange between capita list and wageworker?
The worker receives means of subsis tence in exchange for his
labour J?Ower, but the capitalist receives in exchange for his means
of s~bS JStence labour, the productive activity of the worker, the
creauve power whereby the worker not only replaces what he consum~s but gives to the accumulated labour a greater t'alue chatJ it
prev zously posfessed. The worker receives a part of the available
means of subs1~tencefrom the capitalist. For what purpose do t hese
means of subsistence serve him? For i mmediate consumption. As
~oon,. however, as I consume the means of subsistence, they are
1r~et nevably l~st to me unless I usc the time during which I am kept
ahve by them 1n order to produce new means of subsistence in order
during consumpti.on to ~rea.te b~ my labour new values' in place
of the values wh1ch pcn sh 10 t-e1ng consumed. But it is just this
no~le .reproductive power that the worker surrenders to the capitalist 10 exchange for means of subsistence received. He has there'
fore, lost it for himself.
~t us take an example: a tena nt farmer gives his day labourer
five sliver groschen a day. For these fi ve si lver groschen the labourer
works all day on t he farme r's field and thus secures him a return
of ten si lver gr~schen . The fa rmer not only gets the value replaced
that he has to g1ve the day labourer; he doubles it. He has therefore
employed! consu~ed, the fi vc si I ver groschen that he gave to the
labou~er 1n a frunf~l, productive manner. He has bough t with the
five sliver groschen JUSt that labour and power of the labourer which
produces agricultura l products of double value and ma kes ten silver
groschen out of five. The day labourer on the other hand receives
in place of his productive power, thee rf~t of which he has bargained
away to the farmer, five silver groschen, which he exchanges
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As long as the wagcworker is a wageworkcr his lot depends upon
capital. That is the much-vaunted community of interests between
worker and capitalist.

IV
If capital grows, the mass of wage labour grows, the number
of wageworkers grows; in a word, the domination of capital extends
over a greater number of individuals. Let us assume the most favourable case: when productive capital grows, the demand for labour grows; consequently, the price of labour, wages, goes up.
A bouse may be large or small; as long as the surrounding houses
are equally small it satisfies all social demands for a dwelling. But
let a palace arise beside the little house, and it shrinks from a little
house to a hut. The little house shows now that its owner has only
very slight or no demands to make; and however high it may shoot
up in the course of civilization, if the neighbouring palace grows
to an equal or even greater extent, the occupant of the relatively 1·
small house will feel more and more uncomfortable, dissatisfied and
cramped within its four walls.
A noticeable increase in wages presupposes a rapid growth of
productive capital. The rapid growth of productive capital brings
about an equally rapid growth of wealth, luxury, social wants, social
enjoyments. Thus, although the enjoyments of the worker have
risen, the social satisfaction that they give has fallen in comparison with the increased enjoyments of the capitalist, which are inaccessible to the worker, in comparison with the state of development
of society in genera I. Our desires and pleasures spring from society;
we measure them, therefore, by society and not by the objects which
serve for their satisfaction. Because they are of a social nature,
they are of a relative nature.
In general, wages are determined not only by the amount of
commodities for which I can exchange them. They embody various
relations.
What the workers receive for their labour power is, in the first
place, a definite sum of money. Are wages determined only by this
money price?
In the sixteenth century, the gold and silver circulating in
Europe increased as a result of the discovery of richer and more
easily worked mines in America. Hence, the value of gold and silver fell in relation to other commodities. The workers received the
same amount of coined silver for their labour power as before. Th~
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Thus if the income of the worker 1ncrcases with the rapid growth of
capital, the social gulf that separates the worker from the capitalist
increases at the same time, and the power of capital over labour, the
dependence of labour on capital, likewise increases at the same time.
To say that the worker has an interest in the rapid growth of
capital is only to say that the more rapidly the worker increases
the wea lth of others, the richer will be the crumbs that fall to him,
the greater is the number of workers that can be employed and
ca lled into existence, the more can the mass of slaves dependent on
capita l be increased.
We have thus seen that:
Even the trwst fatJourable situation for the working class, the
most rapid possihle growth of capital, however much it may improve
the material existence of the worker, docs not remove the antagonism between his interests and the interests of the bourgeoisie, the
interests of the capitalists. Profit and wages remain as before in
inverse proporti01l.
If capital is growing rapidly, wages may ri se; the profi t of capital
rises incomparably more rapidly. The ma terial position of the
worker has improved, but at the cost of his social position. The
socia l gulf that divides him from the capitalist has widened.
Finally:
To say that the most favourable condition for wage labour
is the most rapid possible growth of productive capital is only to
say that the more rapidly the working class increases and enlarges
the power that is hostile to it, the wealth that does not t-elong to
it and that rules over it, the more favourable will be the conditions
under which it is allowed to Iatour anew at increasing bourgeois
wealth, at enlarging the power of capi tal, content with forging for itself the golden chains by which the bourgeoisie drags it in its train.

v
Are grcwth of productive capital and rise of wages rea lly so inseparably connected as the bourgeois economists maintain? We must
not take their word for it. We must not even believe them when they
say t hat the faner capital is, the better will i ts slave be fed. The
bourgeoisie is too enlightened, it calculates too well, to share the
prejudices of the feudal lord who makes a display by the brilliance
of his retinue. The conditions of existence of the bourgeoisie compel
it to calculate.
We must, therefore, examine more closely:
llort• docs the growth of producthc capital affect toagcs' 1
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Further, as the davision of labour increases, labour is simplafied.
The special skill of the worker becomes worthless. He h:comes
transformed into a simple, monotonous productive force that docs
nor have to usc intense bodily or intellectua l faculties. His labour
becomes a labour that anyone can perform. Hence, competitors
crowd uron him on all sides, and besides we remind the reader that
the more simple and easily learned the labour is, the lower the cost
of production needed to master it, the lower do wages sink, fo r,
like the price of every other commodity, they arc determined by
the cost of production .
Therefore, as labour becomes more unsatisfying, more repulsive,
competition increases and wages decrease. T he worker tries to keep
up the amount of his wages by working more, whether by working
longer hours or by producing more in one hour. Driven by want,
therefore, he sti II further increases the evi I effects of the di \'ision
of labour. The result is that the more he works the less wages he receit•es, and for the simple reason that he competes to that extent
with his fellow workers, hence makes them into so many competitors who offer themJSelves on just the same bad terms as he does
himself, and that, therefore, in the last resort he competes with himself, with himself as a member of the work it~g class.
Machitzery brings about the same results on a much greater scale,
by reploeinll skilled workers by unski lled, men by women, adults
by children. It brings about the same results, where it is newly introduced, by throwing the hand workers onto the streets in masses,
and, where it is developed, i mproved and replaced by more productive machinery, by discha rging workers in smaller batches. We have
portrayed above, in a hasty sketch, the industrial war of the capitalists among themselves; this war has the peculiarity that its battles arc won less by recruiting than by discharging the army _of labour. The generals, the capitalists, compete with one another as co
who can discharge most soldiers of itzdustry.
The economist:, tell us, it is true, that the workers rendered
superfluous by machinery find new branches of employmem.
They dare not assert directly tha t the same workers who are
discharged find places in the new branches of labour. The facts
cry out too loudly against this lie. They really only assert that new
means of employment will open up for ocher componem sections of
the working class, for instance, for the portion of the young generation of workers thar was ready to enter the branch of industry which
has gone under. That is, of cou rse, a g reat consola tion for the disinheri ted workers. The worshipful capitalists will never want for fresh
expJoi table flesh and blood, and wi II let the dead bury their dead.
This is a consolation which the courgeois give themselves rather
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than one which they give the workers. If the whole class of wage·
workers were to be abolished owing to machinery, how dreadful
that would be for capital which, without wnge labour, ceases to
be capital!
Let us suppose, however, that those directly dri \'en out of their
jobs by machinery, and the entire section of the nl!w generation
that was already on the watch for this employment, fi,uJ a 'ww occupation. Does any one imagine that it will be as highly paid as that
which has been lost? T hat would contradict all the laws of ecorwmics.
We have seen how modern industry always brings with it the substitution of a more simple, subordinate occupation for the more
complex and higher one.
How, then, could a mass of workers who have been thrown out
of one branch of industry owing to machinery find refuge in another,
unless the latter is Lower, worse paid?
T he workers who work in the manufacture of machinety itself
have been c ited as an exception. As soon as more machinery is demanded and used in industry, it is said, there must necessarily be an
increase of mach ines, consequently of the manufacture of machines,
and consequently of the employment of workers in the manufacture
of machines; and t he workers engaged in this branch of industry
are claimed to be skilled, even educated workers.
Since the year x8.to this assution, which even before was only
ha lf true, has lost all semblance of truth because ever more versatile machines have been employed in the manufacture of machinery,
no more and no less than in the manufacture of cotton yarn, and
the workers employed in the machine factories, confronted by
highly elaborate machines, can only play the part of highly unelaborate machines.
But in place of the man who has been discharged owing to the
machine, the factory employs maybe lhree children and one woman!
And did not the man's wages have to suffice for the three children
and a woman? Did not the minimum of wages have to suffice to
maintain and to propagate the race? What, then, docs this favourite
bourgeois phrase prove? Nothing more than that now four times as
many workers' lives are used up in order to gain a livelihood for
one worker's family.
Let us sum up: The more productive capital grows, the more llze
ditJuio1l of Labour and the application of machinery expands. The
more the division of labour and the application of machinery expands, the
more compecit io11 among the workers expands ar1d the more their wages
comract.
In addition, the working class gains recruits from the higher
strala of society also; a mass of petty indw;trialists and sma ll
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or fact io~s among them go, the more of t hese demands will t hey
ma ke thear own, and those few who sec their own program in what
has teen outlined at-ove might believe that thereby they have put
forward the utmost that can be demanded from the revolution.
Bu~ tre~ ~emands can in no wise suffice for the party of the proletara~t. Wh1le the d~mocratic .petty bourgeois w ish to bring t he rcvolutaon to a conclusaon as qlllckly as possible, and w i th the achievement, at m<'st, of t he above demands, ' t is our Jntcrcst and our
~ask to make the re,·olutioo pe.tllllUlent, u.nti.Lall more o r less possessang classes rave l·een forced our of t nelr position of dominance
until the ~roletnriat has conquered state power, and the associa tio~
of prolewn ans, not only in one country but in a ll t he dominant countries of the_ world, has advanced so far tha t competition among
the prolctanans of these countries has ceased and rhar a t least the
decis_ivc productive f?rccs arc concentra ted in the hands of t he proleta n ans. F?r us th~ 1 ~su~ cannot be the al te ra tion of pri vate property
bu r only Hs anm hala taon, not the smoothing over of c lass
an~a~on a sms. bur the aboli t ion of c lasses, no t the improvement of
exts u ng socaety but the foundation of a new one. T ho r, during the
fur ther. development of the revolution, the petty-bourgeois democ~acy wa ll for a moment obtain ~redom i nating in fl uence in Germany
•s ~ot open to doubt. The quesuon, therefore, a rises as to what the
a mtude of t he proletariat and in part icula r of the Leag ue will be
in rela t ion to it:
1. During the cont inuance of the present condit ions w here the
petty-bourgeois democrats are li kewise oppressed;
2. I n t he next revolutionary s truggle, w hich will give them the
upper hand;
3· After this struggle, dur ing the period of preponderance over
the overthrown classes and the proletariat.
I. At the present moment , when the democratic peu y bourgeois
a;~ e~erywherc oppressed, they preach in genera l uni t y and reconc •hauon to the proletariat, they offer it their hand and strive for
the establishment of a large opposition parry which wi ll embrace
a ll shades of opinion in t.he democratic pa rty, tha t is, they s tri ve
to ~mangle th~ workerc; tn a ra rty o rganiza ti on in which genera l
~oct a l-democratic phrases predomi na te, behind which their specia l
tnrerests arc concea led and in which the particu la r demands of the
prolewriat may not be brought forwa rd fo r the sa ke of be loved
peace. Such a un i o~ would turn our sole ly to thei r adva ntage a nd
a lt cgether t~ the d t sad~a nrage of the prole ta ria t . The proleta riat
would lose t ts _whole tndcpcn_dent, laboriously ach ieved position
and once more _sm k _down to temg an appendage of officin l bourgeois
democracy. Th1s um on must , therefore, be most decisively re jected.
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Instead of once again stooping to serve as the applauding chorus
of the bourgeois democrats, the workers, and above all the League,
must exert themselves to establish anjndepcndent, secret and public
organization of the workers' party alongside of the official dem<r
crats and make each section the central ~int and nucleus of workers' societies in which the attituae and interests of the proletar iat
w ill be discussed independently of bourgeois influences. How far
the bourgeois democrats are from seriously considering an alliance
in which the proletarians would stand side by side with them with
equa l power and equal rights is shown, for example, by the Breslau
democrats who, in their organ, the Neue Odcr-Zeitm1g1 most furiously attack the independently organized workers, whom they style
Socialists. In the case of n struggle against a common adversary no
special union is required . As soon as such an adversary has to be
fought directly, the interests of both parties, for the moment, coincide, and, as previously, so also in the future, this connection, calculated to last only for the moment, will arise of itself. It is selfevident that in the impending bloody conflicts, as in all earlier
ones, it is the workers who, in the main, will have to win the victory
by their courage, determination and self-sacrifice. As previously,
so also in this struggle, the mass of the petty bourgeois will as long
as possible remain hesitant, undecided and inactive, and then,
as soon as the issue has been decided, will seize the victory for themselves, will call upon the workers to mainrain tranquillity and return to their work, will guard against so-called excesses and bar
the proletariat from the fruits of victory . It is not in the power of
the workers to preyent the petty-bourgeois democrats from doing
this, but it is in their power to make it difficult for t hem to gain the
upper hand as against the armed proletariat, and to dictate such
condi tions to them t hat the rule of the bourgeois democrats w ill
from the outset bear within it the seeds of their downfall, and that
their subsequent extrusion by the rule of the proletar iat will be
considerably faci litated . Above a II things, the workers must counteract, as much as is at all possible, during the conflict and i mmediately after the struggle, the bourgeois endeavours to allay the storm,
and must compel the democrats to carry out t heir preSCJlt terrorist
phrases. Their actions must be so aimed as to prevent the direct
revolutionary exci tement from being suppressed again immediately
after the victory. On the contrary, they must keep i t alive as long
as possible_. Far from opposing so-called excesses, instances of pop-

1 Neue Oder-ZtitUIII( [New Oder Ga:cttc]: Appear~d daily in Breslau
in
1849·55.-Bd.
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the influence of the bourgeois democrats upon the workers, immediate
independent and armed organization of the workers and the
enforcement of conditions as difficult and compromising as possible upon the inevitable momenrary rule of the bourgeois democracy-these are the main points which the proletariat and hence the
League must keep in view during and after the impending insurrection.
3· As soon as the new governments have consolidated their
positions to some extent, their struggle against the workers will
begin. Here, in order to be able to offer energetic opposition to the
democratic petty bourgeois, it is above all necessary that...tb.e.-w.orkers shall be independently organized and centralized in club$. After
the overthrow of the existing governments, the Central Commiuee
will, as soon as it is at all possible, betake itself to Germany, immediately convene a congress and put before the latter the necessary
proposals for the centralization of the workers' clubs under a leadership established in the chief sear of the movement. The speedy
organization of at least a provincial interlinking of the workers'
clubs is one of the most important points for the strengthening and
development of the workers' party; the immediate consequence of
the overthrow of the existing governments will be the election of
a national representative assembly. Here the proletariat must see
to it:
I. That. no groups of workers are barred on any pretext or by
any kind of trickery on the part of local authorities or government
commissioners.
II. That everywhere workers' candidates are put up a longside
·of the bourgeois-democratic candidates, that they should consist
as far as possible of members of the League, and that their election is
promoted by all possible means. Even where there is no prospect whatsoever of their being elected, the workers must put up their own candidates in order to preserve their independence, to count their forces
and to bring before the public their revolutionary attitude and
party standpoint. In this connection they must not allow themselves
to be seduced by such arguments of the democrats as, for example,
that by so doing they a re splitting the democra tic party and making
it possible for the reactionaries to win. The ulti ma te intention of
all such phrases is to dupe the proletariat. The ad vance which the
proletarian party is bound to make by such independent action
is infinitely more important than the disadvantage that might be
incurred by the presence of a few reactionaries in the representative
body. If the democracy from the outset comes out resolutely and
terroristically against the reaction, the influence of the latter in
the elections will be destroyed in advance.
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The first point on which the bourgeois democrats will come
into conflict with the workers will l'e the abolition of feudalism.
As in the first F rench Revolution, the petty bourgeois will give
the feudal lands to the peasants as free property, that is to say,
t ry to leave the rural proletariat in existence and form a petty-bourgeois peasant class which will go through the same cycle of impoverishment and indebtedness which the French peasant is now still
going through.
The workers must oppose this plan in the interest of the rura l
proletariat and in their own interest. They must demand that the
confiscated feudal propcny rema in state property and l:x! converted
into workers' colonies cultivated by the associated rural proletariat with all the advantages of large-scale agriculture, through which
the principle of common property immediately obtains a firm basis
in the midst of the tottering bourgeois property relations. J ust
as the democrats combine with the peasants so must the workers
combine with the rural proletariat. Further, the domocrats will
work either directly for a federative republic or, ifthey cannot avoid
a single and indivisible republic, they will at least attempt to cripple the central government by the utmost possible autonomy and
independence for the communities' and provinces. The workers,
in opposition to this plan, must not only strive for a single and
indivisible German republic, but also within this republic for the
most determjned centralization of power in the hands of the state
authority. They must not allow themselves to be misguided by the
aemocratic talk of freedom for the communi ties, of self-government,
etc. I n a country like Germany where there are still so many relics
of the Middle Ages to be abolished, where there is so much local
and provincial obstinacy to be broken, it must under no circumstances be permitted that every village, every town nnd..every provioce
should put a new obstacle in the pa tb of revolutionary acti vi.u.,
~ch can proceed with full_force only from the centre. It is not to
be tolerated that the present state of affairs should l:x! renewed, that
Germans must fight separately in every town and in every province
for one and the same advance. Least of all is it to be tolerated that
a form of property, namely, communa l property, which stil l lags
behind modern pri \'ate property and which everywhere is oecessa ri I y
passing into the latter, together with the quarrels resulting from
it l:x!twcco poor and rich communi tics, as well as communal ci vi I
law, with its trickery against the workers, that exists alongside of
state civil law, should be perpetuated by a so-called free communal
Community (Genu:indc): This term is employed here: in a wide sense
'oembrace
both urban muQicipalities and rural comrnunities,-£d.
1
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crnts demand the regulation of state debts, the wor kers must demand
state bankruptcy. Thus, the demands of the workers must everywhere be governed by the concessions and measures of the demoe ra ts.
I f the German workers are not able to attain power and achieve
their own class interests without completely going through a lengthy
revolutionary development, they at least know for a certainty this
time that the firs t act of this approaching revolutionary drama w ill
coincide with the direct victory of their own class in France and
will be very much accelerated by it.
But they themselves must do the utmost for thei r final victory
by clarifying their minds as to what their class interests are, by
taking up their position as an independent parry as soon as possible
and by not allowing themselves to be seduced for a single moment
by the hypocritica l phrases of the democratic reuy bourgeois into
refraining from the independent organization of the party of the
proletariat. Their battle cry must be: The Revolution in Permanence.
London,
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sum total of these relations of production constitutes the economic
structure of society, the real foundation, on which rises a legal
ond rolitical superstructure and to which correspond definite forms of
social consciousness. The mode of production of material life conditions the social, political and intellectual life process in general.
It is not the consciousness of men that determines their being, but,
on the contrary, their social being that determines their consciousness. At a certain stage of their development, the material productive
forces of society come in conflict with the existing relations of production, or-what is but a legal expression for the same thingwith the property relations within which they have been at work
hitherto. From forms of developmen t of the productive forces these
relations tum into their fetters. Then begins an epoch of social
revolution. With the change of the economic foundation the entire
immense superstructure is more or less rapidly transformed. In
considering such transformations a distinction should always be made
between the material transformation of the economic conditions
of production, wh1ch can be determined with the precision of natural science, and the legal, political, religious, esthetic or philosophic-in short, ideological forms in \\hich men become conscious
of this conflict and fight it our. Just as our opinion of an individual
is not based on what he thinks of himself, so can we not judge of
such a period of transformation by its own consciousness; on the
contrary, this consciousness must be explained rather from the
contradictions of material life, from the existing conflict between the
social productive forces and the relations of production. No social
order ever perishes before all the productive forces for which there
is room in it have de,·eloped; and new, higher relations of production
never appear before the material conditions of their existence have>
matured in the worn~ of the old society itself. Therefore mankind
always sets itself only such tasks as it can solve; since, looking at tre
matter more closely, it will always be found that the task itself
arises only when the material conditions for its solution already
exist or are at least in the process of formation. In broad outlines
Asiatic, ancient, feuanl, and modem bourgeois modes of production
can be designated as progressive epochs in the economic formation
of society. The bourgeois relations of production are the last antagonistic form of the social process of production-antagonistic not
in the sense of individual antagonism, but of one ari~ing from the
social conditions of life of the individuals; at the same time the
productive forces developing in the womb of bourgeois society create
the material conditions for the solution of that antagonism. This
social formation brings, therefore, the prehistory of human society
to a close.
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the development of world history and the latter is really meant tu
be only the test of the former. If, thereby, the real relation ''as in-

verted and stood on its head, nevertheless, the real content entered
everyv.·bere into the philosophy; all the more so since Hegcl- in
contrast to his disciples-did not parade ignorance, but was one of
the finest intellects of all time. He was the first who attempted tu
show a development, an inner coherence, in history; and ''bile today
much in his philosophy of history may seem peculiar to us, yet the.:
grandeur of his fundamental outlook is admirable even today, whether one makes comparison with his predecessors or, to be sure, with
anyone who, since his time, has indulged in general reflections
concerning history. Everywhere, in his Phmomenology, Esthetics,
Histo"l of Philosophy, this magnificent conception of history
preva1ls, and everywhere the material is treated historically,
in a definite, even if abstractly distorted, interconnection with
history.
This epoch-making conception of history was the direct theoretical premise for the new materialist outlook, and this alone provided a connecting point for the logical method, too. Since this forgotten dialectics had led to such results even from the standpoint of
"pure thinking," and had, in addition, so easi ly settled accounts
with all preceding logic and metaphysics, there must at any rate
have been more to it than sophistry and hairsplitting. But the cri ticism of this method, which all official philosophy had fought shy
of and still docs, was no trifle.
Marx was, and is, the only one who could undertake the work
of extracting from the Hegelian logic the kernel which comprises
H egel's real discoveries in this sphere, and to construct the dialectical method, divested of its idealistic trappings, in the simple shape
in which it becomes the only true form of development of thought.
The working out of the method which forms the foundation of Marx's
criticism of political economy we consider a result of hardly less
importance than the basic materialist outlook itSelf.
The criticism of economics, even according to the method acquired, could still be exercised in two ways: historically or logically.
Since in history, as in its literary reflection, development as a whole
also proceeds from the most simple to the more complex relations the
historical development of the literature of politicrtl economy 'provided a natural guiding thread with which criticism could link
up, and the economic categories as a whole would thereby appear in
the same sequence as in the logical development. 'This form apparent·
l y has the advantage of greater clearness, since indeed it is the actual development that is followed, but as a matter of fact it would
thereby at most become more popular. History often proceeds by
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leaps and zigzags and it would thus have to be followed up everywhere whereby not only would much material of minor importance
have 'to be incorporated, but there would be much interruption of
the chain of thought; furthermore, the history of economics could
not be written without that of bourgeois society and this would
make the task end less, since all p reliminary work is lacking. The logical method of treatmen t was, therefore, the only appropriate one.
But this as a matter of fact, is nothing else bu t the historical method only di,·ested of its historical form and disturbing fortuities.
The chain of thought must begin with the same thing with which
this history begi."lS, and its further course will be noth ing else but
the reflection of the historical course in abstract and theoretically cons istent form; a corrected reflection but corrected according to laws furnished by the real cou.rse of history itSelf, i.n that
each factor can be considered at the potnt of developml.'tlt of Jts fu ll
.
.
maturity, of its classic form.
In this method we proceed from the first and stmplcst relatJon
that historically and in fact confronts us; here, therefore, from the
first economic relation to be found. We analyt:e this relation. Being
a rclauo,z of itSelf implies that it has two sides, related to each ocher.
Each of these sides is considered by itself, which brings us to the
way in which they beha,·e to each other, their interaction. Contradictions will result which demand a solution. But as we are not
considering here an abstract process of thought taking place solely
in our heads but a real process which acrually took place at some
particular ti:ne or is still taking place, these contradic~ions, t~,
will have developed in practice and will probably have found. theli'
solution. We shall trace the narure of this solution, and shall discover that it has been brought about by the est blishmcnt of a new
relation whose rwo opposite sides we shall now have to develop,
and so on.
Political economy begins with commodities, begins from the moment when products are exchanged-for one another-whether by individuals or by primit1ve communities. 1 he product that appears
in exchange is a commodity. It is, however, a commodity solely
because a relation between two persons or communi ties attaches to
the chi11g, the product, the relation between producer and consumer
who are here no _!9JJ,ger united in the same person. H ere at once we
have an example of a peculiar fact, which runs through the whole
of economics and which has caused ucter confus ion in the minds of
the bourgeois economists: economics deals not with things but with
relations between persons, and, in the lost resort, between classes;
these relations areI however, always attached to thmgs and
appear
•
•
as llmzgs. This interconnection, which in isolated cases 1t 1s true
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has dawned upon this or that economist, was first discovered by
Marx as obtnining for all economics, whereby he made the most
difficult questions so simple and clear that now even the bourgeois
economists will be able to grasp them.
If now we consider commodities from their various aspects,
commodities, to be sure, in their complete development and not as
they first laboriously developed in the primitive barter between two
primitive communities, they present themselves to us from the two
points of view of use value and exchange value, and here we at once
enter the sphere of economic dispute. Anyone who would like to
have a striking illustration of the fact that the German dialectical
method in its present state of elaboration is at least as superior
to the old, shallow, garrulous metaphysical method as the rai lway
is to the means of transport of the Middle Ages, should read in
Adam Smith or any other official economist of reputation what a
torment exchange value and use value were to these gentlemen, how
difficult it was for them to keep them properly apart and comprehend each in its peculiar definiteness, and should then compare the
clear and simple exposition in Marx.
After use value and exchange value have been explained, commodities arc presented as the immediate unity of both, in the form in
which they enter !:.l!!._p,roccss_!!,[ exchange. What contradictions result here can afterwards be read on pp. 20 and 21. 1 We only note
that these contradictions are not merely of theoretical, abstract interest, but at the same tame reflect the difficuhics which emergt:
from the nature of the direct exchange relations, of simple barter,
reflect the impossibilities in which this first crude form of exchange
necessarily terminates. The solution of these impossibilities is to
be found in the fact that the property of representing the exchange
valueofallothercommodities is transferred to a special commoditymoney. Money, or simple circulation, is now explained in the second
chapter, namely, r) money as the measure of flalue, in which connection value measured in money, price, is precisely defined; 2) as
means of circulation, and 3) as the unity of both definitions, as real
money, as the representative of all material bourgeois wealth. T his
closes the development of the first part, reserving the passing of money
into capital for the second.
It is seen that with this method the logical development is by
no means compelled to keep to the purely abstract sphere. On the
contrary, this method requires historical illustration, constanl con1 See Marx, A Comribwion to
1911, pp. 43-45.-Ed.
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in point of face he is infinitely more realistic than all his forerunners
in the work of economic criticism. He can in no sense be called an
idealist." I cannot answer the writer beuer than by aid of a few extracts from his own criticism, which may interest some of my readers
to whom the Russian original is inaccessible.
After a quotation from the preface to my Criticism of Political
Economy, Berlin, 1859, pp. 4-7, 1 where I discuss the materialistic
basis of m y method, the writer goes on: " The one h ing which is of
moment to Marx, is to find the law of the phenomena with whose
investigation he is concerned; and not only is that law of momen t to
him, which governs these phenomena, in so far as they h ave a definite
form and mutual connection wi thin a g iven historical period. Of
sti ll greater moment to him is the law of their variation, of their
development, i.e., of their transition from one form into another,
from one series of connections into a different one. This Jaw once
discovered, he investigates in detail the effects in .which it manifests
itself in social life. Consequently, Marx only troubles himself about
one thing: to show, by rigid scientific investigation, the necessity of
successive determinate orders of social conditions, and to establish,
as impartially as possible, the facts that serve him for fundamen tal
starting points. For this it is quite enough, if he proves, at the same
time, both the necessity of the present order of things, and the necessity of another order into which the first must inevi tab ly pass over;.
and this all the same, whether men believe or do no t believe it, whether they are conscious or unconscious of it. Marx treats he social
,J;!l.OVC.mcm as .-a process of natural history, governed by laws not only
independent of human will, consciousness and intelligence, but
rather, on the contrary, determining that will, consciousness and
intelligence. . . . If in the history of civilisation the conscious element plays a part so subordinate, then it is self-evident that a critical
inquiry whose subject-matter is civilisation, can, less than any th ing
else, have for its basis any form of, or any resu lt of, consciousness.
That is to say, that not the idea, but the material phenomenon alone
can ser ve as i ts starting-point '- uch an inquiry will confine itself to
the confrontation and the comra:i.>on of a fact, not with ideas, but
with another fact. For this inquiry, the one thing of moment is,
that both facts be investigated as accurately as possible, and that
they actually form, each with respect to the other, different momenta
of an evolution; but most important of all is the rigid analysis of
the series of successions, of the sequences and concatenations in which
the different s tages of such an evolution present themselves . B ut i t
will be said, the general laws of economic life are one and the s ame,
1

See pp. 327-3r of this volume.-&/.
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gories as they found them." The element, which was to upset the
whole phlogistic concept and to revolutionize chemistry, remained
barren in their hands. But Priestley had immediately communicated his discovery to Lavoisier in Paris, and Lavoisier, by means
of this new fact, now examined all phlogistic chemistry. He first
discovered that the new kind of air was a new chemical clement, and
that in combusuon it was not a case of the mysterious phlogiston
dc.partitJg from the burning substance, but of this new element combining with the substance. Thus he was the first to place on its
feet all chemistry, which in its phlogistic form had stood on its
head. And even though he did not produce oxygen at the same time
as the others and independently of them, as he claimed later on, he
nevertheless is the real discoverer of oxygen 'l:is-a-vis the other two,
who had merely produced it without any suspicion of what it was
they had produced.
Marx stands in the same relation to his predecessors in the
theory of surplus value as Lavoisier to Priestley and Scheele. The
existence of that part of a product's value whtch we now call surplus
value had been ascertained long before Marx. \'\'hat it consists of
had also been stated, more or less distinctly, namely, of the product
of labour for which its appropriator has not paid any equivalent.
But one got no further. The one group-the classical bourgeois
economists-investigated at most the proportion in which the product of labour is divided between the labourer and the owner of the
means of production. The other group-the Socialists-found this
division unjust and looked for utopian means of abolishing this
IOJUStice. Both remained in thrall to the economic categories as
they had found them.
Then Marx came forward. And he did so in d irect opposition
to all his predecessors. \'<'here they had seen a solutio11, he saw on ly
a prol>lem. He saw that here there was neither dephlogisticated air,
nor fire-air, but oxygen, that here it was not a matter of simply recording an economic fact or of the conflict of this fact with eterna l
justice and true morality, but that it concerned a fact destined to
revolutionize all economics and offering a key to the understanding
of all capitalist production-to him who knew how to use it. With
this fact as his starting point he examtned all the categories he found
at hand, just as Lavoisier, with oxygen as his starting point, had
examined the categories of phlogistic chemistry he had found at
hand. In order to know what surplus value was, he had to know wha t
value was. Ricardo's theory of va lue itself had to be subjected to
criticism first of all. Thus Marx jnvestigated labour in regard to
its value-creating qualiry1 and for the firs t time esmblished what
labour produces value, and why and how it does this, and that value
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is really nothing but coagulated labour of this kind - a point which
Rodberrus never grasped to the end of his days. Marx then examined
the relation of commodities to money, demonstrating how and why,
thanks to their immanent property of value, commodities and commodity exchange must produce the antithesis of commodities and
money. His theory of money, founded on this basis, is the first
exhaustive, and now tacitly generally accepted one. He investigated the transformation of money into capital, proving that this
transformation is based on the purchase and sa le of labour power.
By substituting labour power, the value-producing prO.QWy, for
labourJ be solved with one stroke one of the difficulties upon wbien
the Ricardian school was wrecked: the impossibility of harmonizing
the mutual exchange of capital and labour with the Ricardian law
of value determination by labour. By establishing the distinction
between constant and variable capital, he was the first able to trace
the real course of the process of surplus value formation down to the
minutest detail, and hence to explain it something which none
of his predecessors had accomplished. Thus he established a. distinction within capital itself with which neither Rodbertus nor the
6ourgeois economists had been able to do anything whatever,
which, nevertheless, furnishes the key for the solution of the most
complicated economic problems, as is most strikingly proved once
again by this Volume II, and s till more by Volume III, as will be
shown. He analyzed surplus value itself further, finding its two
forms, absolute and relative surplus value, and showed the different
but in each case decisive roles that they had played in the historical
development of capitalist production. On the basis of surplus value
he developed the first rational theory we have of wages, and gave
for the first time the basic features of a history of capitalist accumulation and a portrayal of its historical tendency.
Written by Engels on May s, r885
for the second volume of Capital,
Hamburg tSSs

Printed according to the text
of the book
Translated from the Germun
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when they have rid themselves of belief in hereditary monarchy and
swear by the democratic republic. In reality, however, the state is
nothing but a machine for the oppression of one class by another,
and indeed in the democratic republic no less than in the monarchy;
and at best an evil inherited by the proletariat after its victorious
struggle for class supremacy, whose worst sides the victorious proletariat, just like the Commune, cannot avoid having to lop off at
once as much as possible until such time as a generation reared
in new, free social conditions is able to throw the entire lumber of
the state on the scrap heap.
Of late, the Social-Democratic philistine has once more been
filled with wholesome terror at the words: Dictatorship of the Proletariat. Well and good, gentlemen, do you want to know what this
dictatorship looks like? Look at the Paris Commune. That was the
Dictatorship of the Proletariat.
F. Engels
London, on the twentieth anni·
versary of the Paris Commune,
March r8, 1891
Written by Engels for the separate edition of Marx's The Civil
War in France, Berlin 1891
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·
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ly short term of service. The rural communes of every district
~ere to administer their common affairs by an assembly of delegates

m the central town, and these district assemblies were again to send
deputies .to the National Delegation in Paris, each delegate to be
at any tune revocable and bound by the ma11dac imperacif {formal
instructions) of his constituents. The few but important functions
which still would remain for a central government were nor to be
suppressed, as has been intentionally mis-stated but were to be
discharged by Communal, and therefore strictly r~ponsible agents.
The unity o~ the nation was not to be bro~en, but, on the contrar),
to be orgamzed by the Communal Consmu tion, and to become a
reality by the destruction of the State power which claimed to be
the embodiment of that unity independent of, and superior to the
nation itSelf, from which it was but a parasitic excrescence. \.Vhile
the merely repressive organs of the old governmental power were to
be amputated, irs legitimate functions were to be wreSted from
an authority usurping pre-eminence over society itself and restored
to the responsible agentS of society. Instead of declding once in
three or six years which member of the ruling class was to misrepresent the people in Parliament, universal suffrage was to serve
the people, constiruted in Communes, as individual suffrage serves
~very othe_r employer .in. the search for the workmen and managers
m h1s _busmess. And 1t 1s well known that companies, like individu_als, m m_atters o_f real business generally know bow to put the
nght man m the nght place, and, if they for once make a mistake
to redress it promptly. On the other hand, nothing could be mor~
foreign to the spirit of the Commune than to supersede universal
suffrage by hierarchic investiture.
It is generally the fate of completely new historical creations
to be mistaken for the counterpart of older and even defunct forms
of social life, to which they may bear a certain likeness. Thus, this
ne_w Commune, which breaks the modern State power, has been
m1staken for a reproduction of the mediaeval Communes, which
first preceded, and afterwards became the substrarum of, that very
State power. The Communal Constitution has been mistaken for
an attempt to break up into a federation of small States as dreamt
of ?Y ~onc<:S~uieu and the Girondins, that unity of g:eat nations
wh1ch, 1f ongmally brought about by political force, has now become a powerful coefficient of social production. The antagonism
of the Commune against the State power has been mistaken ~for an
exaggerated form of the ancient struggle against over-centralization.
Peculiar historical circumstances may have preven ted the classical
development, as in France, of the bourgeois form of government
und may have allowed, as in England, to complete the great centrai
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State organs by corrupt ''estries, jobbing councillors, and ferocious
poor-law guardians in the towns, and virtually hereditary magistrates in the counties. The Communal Constitution would have
restored to the social body all the forces hitherto absorbed by the
State parasite feeding upon, and clogging the free movement of,
society. By this one act it would have initiated the regeneration
of France. The provincial French middle class saw in the Commune
an attempt to restore the sway their order had held over the country
under Louis Philippe, and which, under Louis Napoleon, was supplanted by the pretended rule of the country over the towns. In
reality, the Communal Constitution brought the rural producers
under the intellectual lead of the central towns of their districtS,
and there secured to them, in the working men, the natural trustees
of their interests. The very existence of the Commune involved,
as a mauer of course, local municipal liberty, but no longer as a
check upon the, now superseded, State power. It could only enter
into the head of a Bismarck, who, when not engaged on his intrigues
of blood and iron, always likes to resume his old trade, so befitting
his mental calibre, of contributor to Kladdcradatsch 1 (the Berlin
Punch), it could only enter into such a head, to ascribe to the Paris
Commune aspirations after that caricarure of the old French municipal organization of 1791, the Prussian municipal constitution
which degrades the town governmentS tO mere secondary wheels
in the police-machinery of the Prussian State. The Commune made
that catchword of bourgeois revolutions, cheap government, a ,reality, by destroying the two greatest sources of expenditure-the
standing army and State functionarism. Irs very existence presupposed the non-existence of monarchy, which, in Europe at least,
is the normal incumbrance and indispensable cloak of class-rule.
It supplied the Republic with the basis of really democratic institutions. But neither cheap Government nor the "true Republic"
was its ultimate aim; they were its mere concomitantS.
The multiplicity of interpretations to which the Commune
has been subjected, and the 'llultiplicity of interestS which construed
it in their favour, show that it was a thoroughly expansive political form, while all previous forms of government bad been emphatically repressive. Its true secret was this. It was essC'ntially a working-class government, the produce of the struggle of the producing against the appropriating class, the political form at last _/
discovered under which to work out the economic emancipation /<\
of labour.
1 Kladdcradatsclt: German satirical
journal which began to :.ppcar
13erlin 10 1848.-Ed.
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Except on this last condition, the Communal Constitu tion
would have been an impossibility and a delusion. The political
rule of the producer cannot coexist with the perpetuation of h is
social slavery. The Commune was therefore to serve as a lever for
uprooting the economical foundations upon which rests the existence of classes, and therefore of class rule. With labour emancipated, every man becomes a working man, and productive labour
ceases to be a class a ttl ibu te.
It is a strange fact. In spite of all the tall talk and all the immense literature, for the last sixty years, about Emancipation of
Labour, no sooner do the working men anywhere take the subject
into their own hands with a will, than uprises at once all the apologetic phraseology of the mouth pieces of present society with its
two poles of Capital and Wages-slavery (the landlord now is but
the sleeping partner of the capitalist), as if capitalist society was
sti ll in its purest state of virgin innocence, with its antagonisms
still undeveloped, with its delusions still unexploded, with its
prostitute realities not yet laid bare. The Commune, they exclaim ,
in tends to abolish property, the basis of all civilization! Yes, gentlemen, the Commune intended to abolish that class-property which
makes the labour of the many the wealth of the few. It aimed at the
expropriation of the expropriators. It wanted to make individual
property a truth by transforming the means of production, land
and capital, now chiefly the means of enslaving and exploiting labour, into mere instruments of free and associated labour.-But
this is Communism, '·impossible'' Communism! Why, those
members of the ruling classes who arc intelligent enough to percei ve
the impossibility -of continuing the present system-and they are
many-have become the obtrusive and full-mouthed apostles of
co-operative production. If co-operative production is not to remain a sham and a snare; if it is to supersede the Capitalist system;
if united co-operative societies arc to regulate national production
upon a common plan, thus taking it under their own control, and
putting an end to the constant anarch} and periodical convulsions
which arc the fatality of Capitalist production-what else, gentlemen, would it be but Communism, ··possible·• Communism?
The working class did not expect miracles from the Commune.
They have no ready-made utopias to introduce par dccrct du people.
They know that in order to work out their own emancipation, and
a long wirh it that higher form to which present society is irresistibly
tending by its own economical agencies, they will have to pass
through long struggles, through a series of historic processes, transforming circumstances and men. They have no ideals to realize.
but to set free the elements of the new society with which old col-

